
HOW TO WRITE ACKNOWLEDGMENTS IN A BOOK

Learn how to write your book acknowledgments section with samples and examples from best selling authors. Find out
how to on the Scribe.

Doing this allows you to see them all together in a list, and will usually help you ensure that everyone is on the
list who should be there. Your acknowledgments are a creative act, so make the most of the opportunity.
There's a sense of obligation to write traditions for things like papers and dissertations, to recognize members
and businesses in the community who have helped out non-profit organizations and community functions, and
the loved ones who have supported you as you were working on your own publications. Remember, this is
your book and your time to dedicate it to the people who made a substantial impact somewhere in your life
however you see fit. You can imbue your acknowledgment with sincerity by: Being specific. Note: a great
way to make sure you are not missing anyone is to group people by category, so that you are more likely to
remember them. A sincere and thorough thank you in print is a huge honor, and one the reader understands, so
make it count. Be sincere in your thanks. Try to say what you feel in a unique way. Bill Hicks, in The
Leadership Manifesto , starts his acknowledgments off with a blanket acknowledgment of leaders everywhere,
before naming a handful of them by name. From reading early drafts to giving me advice on the cover to
keeping the munchkins out of my hair so I could edit, she was as important to this book getting done as I was.
Special thanks to Kathleen, the ever patient Publishing Manager, and Mark, my amazing Outliner, and Erin,
the greatest cover designer I could ever imagine. You might see some people recommend the
Acknowledgments section be only one page. Pin I really mostly just want to thank my wifeâ€¦ she was the one
who had to put up with me. When you put your family members together, you are less likely to leave any out.
Scott Scherr, thank you for being a leader I trust, honor, and respect. Read more by. Their family members.
Did you inadvertently leave an important person out? Check them out here in the Book Publishing Guide.
What a tribute. Creativity Why not think of the acknowledgments page as a place to flex your creative
muscles? Special thanks to Ellie, the ever patient Publishing Manager, and Meghan, my amazing Scribe, and
Erin, the greatest cover designer I could ever imagine. This is me letting the rest of you know, too. Use in
Papers and Dissertations Sometimes it's a nice thing to thank the people who have guided you through writing
an educational piece, such as a thesis or a dissertation. What makes it even better are people who share the gift
of their time to mentor future leaders. This section is about those people you are naming, not about you, so
approach this as you should your entire book: make it good for the people the are naming, who will read it. He
just saw a kid hungry to learn, hungry to grow, and hungry to succeed in business.


